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Abstract — This paper studies a core problem in multi-objective
mission planning for robots governed by differential constraints. The
problem considered is the following. A car-like robot computes a
plan to move from a start configuration to a goal region. The robot is
equipped with a sensor that can alert it if an anomaly appears within
some range while the robot is moving. In that case, the robot tries to
deviate from its computed path and gather more information about the
target without incurring considerable delays in fulfilling its primary
mission, which is to move to its final destination. This problem is
important in, e.g., surveillance, where inspection of possible threats
needs to be balanced with completing a nominal route. The paper
presents a simple and intuitive framework to study the trade-offs
present in the above problem. Our work utilizes a state-of-the-art
sampling-based planner, which employs both a high-level discrete
guide and low-level planning. We show that modifications to the
distance function used by the planner and to the weights that the
planner employs to compute the high-level guide can help the robot
react online to new secondary objectives that were unknown at
the outset of the mission. The modifications are computed using
information obtained from a conventional camera model. We find that
for small percentage increases in path length, the robot can achieve
significant gains in information about an unexpected target.
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Fig. 1. A schematic representation of a car-like robot making a detour from
a path towards its primary destination to opportunistically gather additional
information about a secondary target (indicated by a blue star) once the
presence of the latter has been detected at distance R. The concentric circles
indicate isocontours of probability of gathering enough information to, e.g.,
classify a target. The probability decreases quadratically with the distance to
the target with the sensor model used in this paper.

target and the time required to complete the primary mission.
This work touches upon the broader topic of the need to
balance multiple objectives mainly for mobile robots. It would
be ideal if a planning algorithm manages this balancing process
Keywords: motion planning, navigation, sensor-based planning
with minimal or no human intervention. Implementation on a
I. I NTRODUCTION
physical platform would introduce additional complexity that
A classic task for a robot is that of motion planning. Given we do not explore, and is well described in [4]. Applications
a start state A and a destination region B, the problem is to exist in search and rescue operations, reconnaissance missions,
find a continuous path that the robot can execute to reach maintenance of mobile wireless networks, mine clearing, and
B. The robot is in general governed by a set of differential others. What complicates multi-objective planning in these
constraints [1], [2]. In this paper we consider a variation of the domains is that some of the objectives may not be known
problem above. The robot computes a plan to move from A to beforehand, but are triggered by sensor readings (e.g., when
region B. However, the robot is equipped with a sensor that anomalies are detected). It is challenging to balance the primary
can alert it if an anomaly (a target of interest to be sensed) objectives stated at the start of the mission with secondary
is detected within some range while the robot is moving. In objectives as they arise. In this paper we consider moving a
that case, the robot tries to deviate from its computed path and robot to a final destination as the primary task, and maximizing
gather more information about the target without incurring a big sensor information gain about a detected anomaly as the
delay while fulfilling its primary mission, which is to move to secondary task. A more formal definition of this scenario is
destination B (see Figure 1). The paper develops a framework presented in Section II. Although the problem is presented in
in which this problem can be studied. A powerful state-of-the the case of a simple robot, it also makes sense (and is more
art sampling based planner (S Y CL O P [3]) is modified and used challenging) in a multi-robot setting.
Related Work: This paper brings together ideas from
in a replanning loop. The generality of the planner allows the
consideration of many realistic robots with complex dynamics. diverse topics in robotics, including kinodynamic motion
planning, replanning, and view selection. For systems with
However, only car-like robots are considered in this paper.
The novelty of this work lies in the fact that the planner second-order dynamics, such as the car-like robot considered
automatically computes deviations from the original path in this work, it is hard to find solutions for motion planning
without asking the user to specify viewpoints and without problems [1], [2], [5], [6], but many practical approaches
forcing the robot to always go close to the point of interest. have been proposed. Sampling-based algorithms [6] have been
This is achieved by modifying a key step of the planner and successfully used for replanning for dynamic systems [7]–[9].
providing a single parameter that can be easily tuned to control The typical approach in replanning is to use relatively short
the trade-off between gathering information about the secondary time periods called planning cycles to plan a robot’s motion

for the next planning cycle while at the same time the robot cost factors that encode the presence of new information as
is executing the plan computed in the previous cycle.
explained in Section III. Our work does not explicitly utilize a
Sampling-based algorithms have also been combined with cost map, but rather a cost graph between regions that form an
cost maps to find paths that minimize some cost function arbitrary decomposition of the configuration space. The costs
over paths (such as the amount of work) [10]. Cost maps in our approach encode both the quality of potential viewpoints
typically consist of a grid decomposition of the workspace with as well as the travel time required to reach them with a car-like
a traversal cost associated with each grid region. Cost maps are robot.
very relevant to our work. They have been used successfully in
Organization of this paper: In Section II we give a formal
[11] in combination with a rich set of precomputed maneuvers definition of the problem addressed in this paper as well as
to effectively plan motions for a car in the DARPA Urban the models used for the robot’s dynamics and its sensing
Challenge. In our work a generalization of cost maps will be capabilities, respectively. Section III describes our sensor-based
used that not only depend on distance or path length, but also replanning algorithm. In Section IV we present simulation
on sensor-derived information about possible viewpoints of results. In Section V we conclude with a brief discussion and
a target. Unlike many other grid-based planning techniques, describe directions for future research.
the completeness of the planner is not limited by the grid
II. O PPORTUNISTIC P LANNING
resolution.
Most of the work on viewpoint selection ignores whether a
Problem Statement: The problem addressed in this paper
viewpoint is reachable for a given robot. This is problematic, can be formulated as follows: given a car-like robot in an
since a robot may be asked to go to a position that is initial workspace pose A, compute a dynamically feasible path
unreachable. At the same time, many other viewpoints that are to region B while optimizing for both low path length and
almost as good may be easily reachable. In [12] the authors high information gain about an unexpected target, if the latter
present an algorithm to find points with large visibility polygons is detected while executing an initial trajectory that leads to
at frontiers of explored areas of unknown environments. B. Getting to B is considered the robot’s primary objective,
Reachability is considered, but viewpoint selection and path while collecting information about a target T is considered
planning are decoupled and treated as separate problems. its secondary objective. Depending on the application, the
A similar approach has been presented in [13] for model information is used to, e.g., classify, recognize, or model the
reconstruction; here, the authors use a sampling-based planner target. The robot is able to detect a target’s position when
to compute collision-free paths to the best viewpoints, but no it is within a distance R, but a stochastic model (described
differential constraints are considered. The approach in [14] below) is used to define when sufficient information about the
combines the next best view (NBV) with cost maps that include target has been obtained to, e.g., classify it. Due to differential
secondary costs. In that work, a candidate path from the current constraints on the robot’s motion, the robot cannot simply drive
location to the NBV is recursively deformed to obtain good straight toward a good viewpoint for T , but needs to carefully
views “on the way” to the best view, as opposed to directly plan a path that respects these constraints, avoids obstacles,
constructing a sensor-based plan. Bayesian approaches often gets close to T and quickly reaches B.
do not capture the motion constraints underlying the problem.
Because this work relies on the interaction between a sensing
In [15], a Bayesian sensor model computes a cost map and framework and a navigation framework, we need to carefully
waypoints are selected. Unlike our work, the considered motion define several terms that we will use to describe our methods.
planner does not receive this cost information. It receives The robot discovers the target T when it is within R of it. The
only the waypoints, and reachability is assumed. However, robot senses the target when a sensor measurement of the target
the proposed Bayesian sensor model could be used in our is deemed to be of high quality, as described in Section II. The
framework with minimal modification and this is in our future mission is complete when the robot arrives at B. The mission
plans.
is successful when it is completed and the robot has sensed
Overall approach: Our work relies on a sampling-based every target that was discovered.
planner called S Y CL O P [3]. It poses few constraints on
Robot Model: The robot used in this paper has secondthe underlying dynamics of the robot. S Y CL O P works by order, car-like dynamics:
automatically defining a decomposition of the workspace,
ẋ = v cos φ cos θ, ẏ = v cos φ sin θ, θ̇ = v sin φ,
creating an adjacency/abstraction graph, and searching that
v̇
= u0 ,
φ̇ = u1 ,
graph for a high-level guide. A low-level planning layer
computes the actual dynamically feasible paths and informs the where (x, y, θ) is the pose of the robot, v its velocity, φ its
upper layer for how to assign informative weights to the edges steering angle, and the control vector u = (u0 , u1 ) controls
of the abstraction graph, so that new meaningful leads can the acceleration and turning rate. The velocities and controls
be recomputed if needed. This is critical for (probabilistic) are bounded, so the robot cannot stop or change direction
completeness. S Y CL O P has been shown to perform well instantaneously. This makes navigation in environments with
experimentally with a variety of widely-used sampling-based obstacles very challenging; the robot cannot rely on purely
planners such as RRT [16] and EST [17]. In this paper, the reactive behaviors and needs to plan ahead. While only car-like
weights of the abstraction graph are further influenced via robots are considered in this paper, our planning algorithm

is applicable to robots with even more general differential
constraints.
As discussed above, due to the complex dynamics, the robot
cannot simply follow a potential based on some function of
sensor payoff and distance to goal, but needs to plan to obtain
control inputs that drive it through low-cost areas.
Sensor Model: This paper uses a simple model of a sensor
to provide a proof of concept on the method, but our approach
generalizes to other kinds of sensors. There are two types of
sensor measurements, as indicated in Section II:
1) Presence and location of a discovered target within
distance R from the sensor/robot, and
2) Determination if a high-quality sensor measurement of
the target has been achieved.
Both measurements are obtained once every planning cycle as
described in Section III. High-quality measurements (type 2)
are more complicated because the modeled sensor parameters
must be taken into account.
Our sensing model is similar to the models that can be
found in field robotics research [18]. We model the event of
acquiring a high-quality measurement as a Gaussian process:
the robot could fail to detect a target even if, with a perfect
sensor, it is in theory able to do so. This is more realistic than
simply choosing a distance cut-off within which a high-quality
measurement is always obtained.
We have used the parameters from an amateur-level digital
still camera as our sensor. Specifically, we assume a sensor size
of 23.6mm×15.7mm (APS-C standard), an image pixel size of
4592 × 3056, a focal length of 24mm, and a target pixel size of
100×100. Additionally, we need to choose a typical target size,
which was arbitrarily set to 1m2 . We assume that the camera is
pointed directly at the target once it is within discovery range.
For comparison, the environment that the robot is operating in
is 400m × 400m and the robot is approximately 0.5m × 0.25m.
Once these parameters are defined, we define a high-quality
sensing event (e.g., for classifying a target) as occurring when
a sample from a Gaussian distribution centered at 0 has a
magnitude greater than 1. The standard deviation σ of this
Gaussian takes into account the distance r between the robot
and the target as follows:
4592
3056
1
902
σ=
0.024 ·
0.024 · 10000 ≈ r 2
r · 0.0236 r · 0.0157

factor of 10, 000 pixels is chosen using the following heuristic:
suppose that the pixels on target can be robustly identified using
foreground-background subtraction. Then, an affine-invariant
feature extraction algorithm (e.g., SIFT [19]) can be employed
on these pixels for robust target detection. For highly textured
images, it is typical to obtain around 100 reliable SIFT feature
descriptors in a 100 × 100 pixel image [20]. Therefore, at
a range of approximately 30m, σ = 1, and the robot has a
32% chance to obtain a high-quality measurement of the target.
When the robot gets closer, success probability increases as
r2 , and of course decreases in a similar fashion as the robot
moves farther away. There is a hard cutoff at R, assuming that
if the robot cannot tell the location of the target, it cannot be
expected to classify it either.
III. A LGORITHM

To build a solution framework, we extend a previously
proposed sampling-based planner called S Y CL O P [3], implemented in the Open Motion Planning Library (OMPL) [21].
The use of S Y CL O P is critical to our solution because its
structure allows information to flow between a high-level
discrete planning layer and low-level continuous samplingbased planning layer. An illustration is offered in Figure 2. The
discrete layer of S Y CL O P can be used to encode information
about coarse characteristics of the workspace (e.g., where
the obstacles are) but also, as shown in this paper, other
information such as the information gathered by sensors.
A critical advantage of S Y CL O P is that it incorporates a
structured way to pass information from the discrete layer to
the continuous layer and vice-versa, an advantage that boosts
its performance as shown in [3]. In the scenario investigated
in this paper, the bidirectional information flow enables the
motion planner to take into account both reachability and sensor
information at the same time. Our implementation of S Y CL O P
uses RRT [22] as the underlying continuous planner.
The inputs to our modified S Y CL O P are a motion planning
problem with dynamics (workspace obstacles, current and goal
positions), and expected sensor informativeness of regions in
the workspace supplied by the sensor model. S Y CL O P and the
sensor model operate in a replanning loop as explained in [9].
The duration of each iteration of the loop is called the planning
cycle. During each cycle the robot executes the plan from the
previous cycle, while it plans a new path to the destination
The first two terms describe the number of pixels that the with the sensor measurements passed to S Y CL O P at the end
modeled camera sensor will capture that are of the target. of the previous planning cycle. The sensor model estimates
There are 4592 horizontal pixels, which is divided by r times help guide the robot to interesting areas as described below.
the horizontal field of view of the lens. The horizontal field The replanning loops continues until the mission is complete.
of view is computed as the focal length of 24mm divided
In the original S Y CL O P, the discrete guide (or high-level
by the horizontal sensor size of 23.6mm. The result of the plan as indicated in Figure 2) is recomputed at fixed small
first term is the horizontal size of the target in pixels for a intervals to take into account new reachability information
single image frame. Vertical size is calculated similarly. The “discovered” by the analysis done by the continuous samplingtarget is assumed to present a square visible region to our based motion planner. The discrete model is typically chosen
sensor to make this calculation easier to understand, however, to be a 2D grid decomposition of the workspace. A directed
this is certainly not a requirement. Once the total number acyclic graph (DAG) is then constructed by the high-level
of target pixels in a particular image frame is computed, discrete planner between adjacent regions of the decomposition,
we compare it to our set goal of 10, 000 target pixels. The starting from the region that the robot is currently in. Edge

Fig. 2. Diagram illustrating the interaction between the modules in the
S Y CL O P planner. The highlighted modules have been modified by adding
information about the expected sensor payoff.

model, as described in Section II, as if the robot were at the
center of the region, and normalized to be between 0 and 1.
A payoff of 0 means that no sensor information is expected
and 1 means that this is the best possible location to take a
sensor reading. If no anomaly is in range, the sensor model
reports the same value everywhere. In this case, factor will be
equal across every region and not influence S Y CL O P at all.
Otherwise, factor will be calculated as in the formula below:
c
factor = 1.5 − 12 (payoff [region1] + payoff [region2])

A region with sensor payoff greater than 0.5 causes factor
to be less than one, and therefore the DAG edge will have
a decreased weight. Regions where the sensor payoff is less
weights are assigned to this graph of adjacent regions, starting than 0.5 will yield an increase in edge weight. The values of
with all equal values. These edge weights will be modified by factor fall in the range [0.5c , 1.5c ]. The c parameter controls
the progress estimates that the sampling-based planner provides. how important the sensor information is compared to path
A guide path (high-level plan) in the discrete model is computed. length and reachability. Another way of looking it is that c
The sampling-based motion planning tree is mapped to the controls the relative importance of the secondary target with
regions of the discrete model, and tree nodes in regions further respect to the primary target. There is no easy way to decide
along the guide path are more likely to be selected for a this automatically and, thus, c has to be specified by the user.
exploration by the sampling-based planner. This exploration Although in our sensing model the payoffs do not change other
runs RRT for k iterations, where random samples are only than when targets enter or leave the maximum range, there is
drawn from the subset of the state space that projects to the no restriction against a sensor model that provides different
selected region. Starting from these samples, RRT operates payoffs for every planning cycle.
without modification. The same discrete guide path is sampled
Finally, to bias the sampling-based motion planner towards
for a region to expand from in this manner 100 times. After informative paths, the distance function used in this motion
the total of 100k RRT expansions, the reachability information planner is similarly multiplied by factor, turning it into a
is updated in the progress estimation module, changing the problem-specific cost function. This is because the discrete
weights on the discrete layer, and a new guide path is computed, guide may encourage the continuous layer in the correct
taking these new weights into account. S Y CL O P repeats this direction, but the randomized continuous layer finds and selects
series of steps until the end of the planning cycle has been a path that is closer to the goal than one that acquires extra
reached. The discrete guide path on the DAG is computed by sensor information. By weighting distance as distance × factor,
a shortest path algorithm 95% of the time, and by a random we ensure that the distance from the goal is correctly balanced
depth first search, ignoring edge weight, the other 5%. All against the potential payoff of greater sensor information at
S Y CL O P internal parameters were left at their defaults. For both planning levels.
additional details on the inner workings of S Y CL O P see [3].
The exponent c is hence a control parameter of the system,
We incorporate predicted sensor payoff in the above scheme where c = [0, ∞). This is used to define how much the sensor
by adding a new multiplicative edge weight factor in the information influences S Y CL O P by specifying the balance
progress estimation module for the discrete layer. The same of how much sensor information is worth compared to extra
multiplicative factor is used for the distance function in the distance traveled. c = 0 reduces to the case where sensor
continuous sampling-based motion planning. This new factor information is not utilized in the planning, and we use this for
causes the discrete guide path to prefer regions of interest, a baseline benchmark.
while simultaneously considering reachability. The idea behind
The output at the end of each planning cycle is a sequence of
this multiplier, simply called factor from here on, is to allow the control inputs for the robot that last for the duration of the next
incorporation of a secondary objective, while the planner still planning cycle. The robot then begins executing that plan and
only explicitly considers the primary objective. The secondary takes a new sensor measurement. For the first planning cycle,
objective is seen as an online optimization problem, where the robot does not move, and all subsequent cycles follow until
factor determines the relative costs of poor performance the robot arrives at the destination.
between the primary and secondary objectives. It typically
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
causes a deviation of the robot from its original path.
To provide proof of concept, we change c in our scenario. As
Each planning cycle, a new sensor measurement is available.
This is used to modify the edge weights of the discrete model the exponential control parameter c increases, we expect to see
and help guide the robot to areas where the sensor is likely that the robot takes longer to reach the goal, but successfully
to be most effective. The sensor model associates a payoff senses the target more often.
value to each region of the discrete model. The payoff of a
In each experimental run below, the robot executes a
region is calculated as the estimated σ value of the sensor replanning loop with cycle time of 2s. The world model,
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Fig. 4. The percentage of successful missions, leveling off at approximately
c = 2.2

Fig. 3. Representative execution paths of the robot with c = 1.0, 1.7, 2.0.
The robot starts at position A, needs to travel to destination B, and discovers
a secondary objective to sense a target at position T.

robot, and visualization utilize the interprocess communication
infrastructure available in ROS [23].
Figure 3 shows the environment that was simulated with
three paths overlaid on it. The first, with c = 1.0, shows no
meaningful deviation from the c = 0.0 case. We do not show
c = 0.0 because of the significant overlap it would have. The
second, with c = 1.7, is a path with clear deviation from the
case with little or no sensor information, but still does not
deviate too far from the initial path of the robot. Finally, the
third path, with c = 2.0, has a very large deviation, where the
planner leads the robot almost to the target. When the robot
gets close, it has a very high probability of sensing the target
as defined in Section II. Once the sensor model detects a high
quality measurement, it no longer considers the target to be
an anomaly, and reports that no region in the workspace is
expected to provide sensor information. Thus, after a success,
the subsequent replanning operations head to the goal without
further influence by the sensor.
An important graph to present is Figure 4, showing the
success of missions as the c exponent is varied across different
mission executions. Each data point represents the mean of 30
independent runs. As can be seen, the average mission success
probability increases when we increase c to make the expected
sensor information more valuable. It is interesting to note that
success rate is near 100% at c ≈ 2.0 and thus does not increase
at higher c values. This is because the system already deviates
enough to acquire good sensor information, so more deviation
does not help.
The data shows that under the Gaussian sample sensor
criteria, the robot is never successful at c values under 1.5.
Above 1.5, success rates very quickly jump to 90%. Upon
observing this jump, more experiments were run at intermediate
values. It is still a very fast jump, and the authors plan
to investigate whether this behavior is a property of the
environment, the weighting factor, the robot dynamics, or
another unforeseen interaction.

Fig. 5.
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Higher c values result in higher completion times, as expected.

We can see from Figure 5 that, as expected, modifying
the distance function and DAG weights guide the robot along
longer paths. At around c = 2.0 and above, the system is
heading directly for the target until the target has been in a high
quality sensor measurement and then it heads away towards the
destination. This causes a plateau in the completion time, as the
sensor values stop influencing the behavior of the planner once
the target has been determined to be successfully sensed. The
Euclidean distance between the start and destination is 300m,
while the distance from start to target to destination is ≈ 424m.
The plateau seen in this graph is at approximately 1.5×, which
is near the theoretically expected 424
300 ≈ 1.42×, if the robot
could turn instantly. At the intermediate value of c = 1.7 we
observe that the average deviation is approximately 1.3×, and
the system is successfully sensing the target 60% of the time.
At a high value of c = 2.0 we see that the average deviation
is approximately 1.4×, and the system is successfully sensing
the target more than 80% of the time. This makes sense in the
context of success probability changing as r2 .
To demonstrate the generality of our approach, we also
simulated the same start, goal and target locations in a different
workspace. There, the obstacles are much harder to navigate
around for a car-like robot. Figure 6 shows solution paths
for the c = 0 and c = 3.0 cases. In both paths, the car-like
robot has to make several changes in direction, which are costly
because the robot reverses direction and turns to a new heading.
The system does not collide with any obstacles although it
does get quite close—the line drawn along the path is thicker
than the robot is wide. Figure 7 shows a very similar trend
as in the simpler environment, where each data point is the
success rate across 10 executions from start to destination.
V. D ISCUSSION
We have developed a structured way of taking into account
secondary sensing objectives that are not completely specified
when the robot starts its mission. Depending on how important
the secondary objective is, a parameter c can be used for the
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